
CAN THIS HOME
BE GREENED?

Little Changes, Big Difference
A  1 9 7 0 s S O L A R  R A N C H  G E T S  A  W H O L E - H O U S E  A U D I T.  

Greg and Anne Oberg’s garage is filled with mountain bikes, road bikes and tricycles, reflec-
tions of their family’s keen interest in fitness and health. So when they started thinking
about renovating their 1970s ranch-style home, naturally they made the family’s health

one of their priorities. 
The couple already has made significant changes to the home since they moved in a year ago,

including replacing a rotted deck with one made of ChoiceDek recycled wood/
plastic-composite lumber. Now they’ve asked Natural Home & Garden for help prioritizing their
goals to make the  most of a $30,000 budget. 

Solar panels heat the home’s water in summer and provide some heat for the rooms in winter, yet
Greg and Anne want to further improve their energy efficiency. They also want to replace
some of the home’s more outdated decor—including the living room’s gold, “amoeba-
patterned” shag carpet—without filling the house with dust and debris. Anne and their 3-year-
old daughter, Gracey, spend much of the day at home and didn’t want to live in a construction zone
any more than is necessary. 

Large roof OVERHANGS

and LANDSCAPING that
slopes away from the
foundation help pro-
tect the home from
water damage. 

This home’s brick and
wood EXTERIOR needs
upgrading, but
because this is a lower
priority, a new coat of
paint will suffice.

GREG AND ANNE OBERG, with GRACEY, hope
to create a beautiful living space that’s
healthy for their family. If the FIREPLACE is never used,

plug and seal the chimney flue
to save energy. 

GAPS like this one on the
garage door waste energy.

The SOLAR PANELS, installed in
1982, are in great shape thanks
to Greg’s periodic tuning and
cleaning. Some cedar shingles
are badly weathered, but to save
money, it’s possible to replace
individual units as necessary. 

The Obergs are planning to replace the massive,
single-pane, LIVING ROOM WINDOW with a double-
pane, sitting bay window that’s at least 18 inches
off the ground. This will reduce window surface
and cut costs by eliminating the code requirement
for safety glass. In addition, they’ll install 
casements on the bay’s side panels to improve
summer ventilation.

Can YOUR Home 
Be Greened?

Send us information on your
home and what you'd like to
accomplish in it. You could be
the lucky recipient of a visit from
one of our eco-experts. To submit
your home or get more informa-
tion, contact NaturalHome@
NaturalHomeAndGarden.com or
write Can This Home Be
Greened?, 1503 SW 42nd St.,
Topeka, KS 66609-1265.
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The low-hanging fruit
P R O B L E M : A house as old as the Oberg’s is bound to
have some air leaks, easy-to-overlook sources that add
up. The Obergs may want to scan their whole home for
leaks around doors, windows and vents that can cause
drafts and hot or cold air loss. 
S O L U T I O N : Fortunately for Greg and Anne, previous
homeowners made one of the best possible energy-
efficiency improvements by insulating the attic when they
installed a solar heating system. Caulking, sealing and
weather-stripping all the seams, cracks and openings to
the outside is more “low-hanging fruit”—an easy way to
save energy. These simple steps can eliminate leaks
around doors, windows, plumbing, ducting, electrical
wire and penetrations through exterior walls, floors, ceil-
ings and soffits over cabinets. A lot of electricity can be
saved simply by replacing traditional incandescent bulbs
with compact fluorescent lights (CFLs), which are more
expensive but last up to 10 years. To save even more
energy, the Obergs could replace their old windows with
new, more energy-efficient styles and install ceiling fans,
reserving the air conditioning for very hot days. 

Kid-careful construction
P R O B L E M : Dust, paint fumes and insulation fibers are
problematic during construction. Every effort should be
made to avoid exposure, especially for youngsters like
Gracey, whose developing bodies are more vulnerable to
toxins and airborne particles. 
S O L U T I O N :  Construction is a great time to visit
Grandma! Even if no one is living at home, be sure to com-
pletely seal off the construction area from the rest of the
house so that your cleanup will be limited. You may want to
seal all the air ducts and literally close off the area with dust
barriers such as heavy-duty tarps. (ZipWall creates an air-
tight barrier held by spring-loaded poles instead of tape or
nails, which damage walls and ceilings; see “Resources,”
at right.) If you open the windows and use a fan (ideally a
high-tech builders’ model called a “blower door” fan) to
blow construction fumes outside, you’ll minimize the home’s
exposure. With fans in place, cleaner air from the rest of the
house moves into the construction area, not vice versa.

Windows: Too cool for comfort
P R O B L E M : The Oberg’s metal-frame, single-pane win-
dows are poor insulators. Given the family’s tight budget
and desire to move in two or three years, I was hesitant to
strongly recommend energy-efficient windows because
they’re a costly investment that the savings can take years
to pay back. However, improved windows would make
their home more comfortable now and will dramatically
improve their home’s resale value.
S O L U T I O N : If the Obergs replace as many 
single-pane windows as they can afford with double-
pane, low-emissivity (low-E) glass, they’ll maximize the
benefit and minimize the cost. They could start with the
windows in rooms they use most often, such as the living
room and bedrooms. That’s also the way to get the biggest
bang in resale value. I recommend a “double-hung” win-

dow to replace Gracey’s west-facing bedroom window—
these open from the top and bottom and are great for
catching summer breezes that might otherwise be blocked
by the bushes outside.

Build tight; ventilate right
P R O B L E M : Once Greg and Anne start upgrading win-
dows and sealing leaks, they’re making the house “tighter,”
which reduces natural ventilation. A house is an interrelated
system: Changes to one part inevitably affect other aspects.
A tight house can lead to a buildup of indoor air pollutants,
like gases released by building materials, which become
concentrated if they’re not circulated with fresh, outdoor air.
S O L U T I O N : With proper ventilation, a home can have
excellent indoor air quality and still be energy efficient.
Naturally, you’ll want the fresh-air source far from laundry or
car exhausts. Leaky homes sometimes create negative air
pressure, or “backdrafting,” that causes unhealthy combustion
gases (such as carbon monoxide) to move from the heating
system into the living space. A simple solution for the Obergs
would be to use a bathroom exhaust fan with a “through-
the-wall” vent to the outdoors to ventilate the whole house.

Adding bathroom quality, not cost
PROBLEM: The Obergs’ bathrooms are outdated, dark and
poorly ventilated—prime habitat for mold spores that could
cause serious health risks.
S O L U T I O N : Bathroom carpets are reservoirs for dust and
dirt, and bathroom moisture exacerbates mold growth. Greg
and Anne can substitute ceramic tiles or natural linoleum and
use low-toxic sealants and grout such as those from AFM
Safecoat to lay the tile. By bringing sunlight into their bath-
rooms with a “solar tube” that channels sunlight through a
reflective pipe, the family can improve both the health and
the appearance of thier bathrooms. Solar tubes are more
energy efficient than skylights and are a relatively inexpensive
upgrade. And a well-lit bathroom boosts home resale value
because natural light looks and feels refreshing. G
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CAN THIS HOME
BE GREENED?

❏ CAULK, WEATHER-STRIPPING Sealing cracks and holes saves energy. Use 
water-based caulks and sealants with the least amount of hazardous solvents.

❏ COMPACT FLUORESCENT LIGHTING (CFL) Whenever possible, replace incandescent
bulbs with CFLs that screw in like conventional bulbs and use 75 percent less energy. 

❏ HEALTHY AIR To protect your family from breathing harmful toxins as you 
renovate, keep windows in the unaffected spaces open as much as possible to
introduce fresh air. Install a fan that exhausts construction–zone air out of your 
living space.

❏ WINDOWS “Superwindows” have thin, plastic film suspended between the 
panes of glass that effectively make them triple-glazed windows. They also 
reduce ultraviolet rays, which can fade fabric, rugs and art. 

Px A T  Y O U R  H O U S E  { b r i n g  t h e  w i s d o m  h o m e }

R E S O U R C E S

AFM SAFECOAT
(619) 239-0321 
AFMsafecoat.com
low- and zero-VOC paints, 
adhesives, caulks

ALPEN WINDOWS
(800) 882-4466
AlpenInc.com
insulated glass windows

HOME PERFORMANCE WITH
ENERGY STAR
EnergyStar.gov
U.S. EPA initiative that offers
whole-house energy inspections in
some states 

PHILIPS
Nam.lighting.philips.com/us
compact fluorescent lighting

SHELTER COMPANIES
(800) 762-8399
ShelterSupply.com
ventilation and HEPA
filtration products 

ZIPWALL
(800) 718-2255 
ZipWall.com
dust barrier system 

R E A D I N G

GREEN REMODELING
by David Johnston and Kim Master 
(New Society, 2004)
GreenBuilding.com

KIM MASTER is a senior associate at What’s Working, a Boulder, Colorado,
green-building consultancy. She’s also the operations manager for the Boulder
Green Building Guild. Special thanks to What’s Working’s David Johnston and
Michael Shuster, owner of Wildwood Joinery and Design, who provided technical
expertise for this article.
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